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Our Vision 
We come together as a congregation to inspire our quests for the spiritual, ethical, and meaningful in 
life and to advance respect, compassion, and justice in the wider world. 
 

Our Mission 
Countryside is seen as the growing voice and source of liberal religion 
in the northwest Chicago suburbs by… 
 
…creating a place of inclusiveness, welcome, connectedness, compassion and respect 
…providing for the spiritual and intellectual growth of members of all ages 
…cultivating a vital future for our congregation and community through thoughtful stewardship of our 
financial resources and our environment 
…acting on a social conscience 
 
 
To serve our mission and make real our vision, we engage with one another and with this 
congregation in the light of these  

Aspirations of Membership: 
To the extent that my life circumstances permit, as a member of Countryside Church Unitarian 
Universalist I will: 

• Attend Sunday services and congregational meetings 

• Seek out and share opportunities for spiritual, ethical, and meaningful growth 

• Engage in congregational projects, programs, or events that reach beyond the church 

• Engage in congregational projects, programs, or events that support the life of the church 

• Strive to give 3 - 5% of my income to support the mission of the church 

• Share with others outside the church the value of my membership at Countryside Church 
Unitarian Universalist 

 
 
 

Covenant of Right Relationship 
In my relationship with the CCUU community and in keeping with our UU values, I will strive to: 

• Take responsibility for my words and actions by being honest and respectful in my speech, 
while listening to others with an open mind and heart; 

• Be sensitive to possible conflicts, and be willing to work toward solutions using available 
resources, accepting that some differences may not be resolvable; 

• Respect and support the diversity within our congregation, and work to create and maintain a 
safe and welcoming environment for all. 
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LETTER FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 
 
Dear CCUU Members and Friends, 
 
Our treasurer has provided a detailed explanation of various aspects of our overall financial health and the factors 
that have to be considered when building our budget. The entire Board of Trustees (BOT) deeply appreciates the 
knowledge and care that Mary Johnson, ably supported by our Congregational Administrator, Laurie Lantz, and 
the members of the Finance Committee, bring to their oversight of our financial health.  We take very seriously 
their recommendations and do not lightly vote to alter their recommended budget proposals as we have done this 
year. 
 
Voting on a budget to present to the congregation has been very challenging this year and has consumed a 
tremendous amount of time and emotional energy on the part of staff and volunteers.  Part of the problem lies in 
the fact that next year will be the first year in several that our payroll is back to supporting a full professional staff, 
so there is no more ‘wiggle room’ in the payroll. Part of the problem lies in our membership numbers, which are 
down this year. A large part of the problem lies in the fact that the Finance Committee has to present a budget to 
the BOT, and the Board has to vote on a budget to present to you, before all of the pledges are in. Decisions that 
could seriously impact our ability to retain highly skilled staff and their ability to do the jobs we say we want them 
to do have to be made at a point when a significant number of pledges have yet to be turned in.  At the time when 
these decisions had to be made, there was still a large gap between an already pared down budget and our 
membership renewals. That gap is significantly smaller at the time of this writing, due to pledges being turned in, 
some members increasing their pledges, and new members making their first financial commitments. 
 
The Board believes that CCUU has been going through a period of transition. We have stagnated in terms of 
membership and financial support for many reasons. Some of that is due to generational and economic changes 
in the larger society for which we need to find effective ways to adapt.  If we are not to continue to stagnate, new 
approaches to membership, stewardship, and how we ‘do’ church are going to be necessary.  There are ideas 
already in the planning stages in all of these areas.  To implement them, we need to be able to retain a highly 
skilled staff and have a fully engaged membership.   
 
Over the past several years, the staff positions that we briefly had which supported the building and the support of 
new members were cut. We have also lost key staff who were much loved.  A tremendous amount of staff and 
volunteer time and energy, of necessity, was diverted to the search for their replacements and maintaining current 
programming in the interim.  
 
There have been transitions at the BOT level as well.  We’ve had three different Presidents in 3 years.  We lost a 
treasurer mid-term and went months without one until Mary Johnson very ably stepped forward.  In the 
congregation as a whole, a large amount of volunteer and staff time was spent over many months on methodically 
collecting information on the hopes and dreams of the congregation with the goal of building a strategic plan that 
could guide us as we move into the future.  During that process, there was a reluctance to begin new initiatives 
until there was a stronger sense of the direction the congregation wants to take. 
 
We now have a stable and multi-talented BOT who firmly believe in the future of Countryside.  The BOT, Ministry 
Council, and Ministry Committees and teams have taken the information collected by the Strategic Planning 
Committee and are in the process of developing a long-term Strategic Plan. 
 
Most importantly, as of January, we have a full professional staff and that staff is busy working as a coordinated 
team to implement new initiatives and add depth to programming already in place.  Both our new music director 
and new DLRE are pursuing professional UUA certifications in their areas to expand and deepen the knowledge 
they already bring to our congregation.  Our staff needs to know they have our support, and we need to be sure 
they have the tools they need to act on their programming initiatives. 
 
The BOT believes that it is essential to keep staffing and as much of the program budget as possible intact if we 
are serious about moving forward as a congregation. This is why, along with the budget we are bringing to the 
Annual Meeting, we have voted to propose that any surplus from this year’s budget be put in the Operational 
Reserves, to be used in support of next year’s budget. Along with the budget, we will have a budget re-
instatement priority list to present.  
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Pledges continue to come in. As they do, and as we move beyond the current target of $410,000, we will look to 
add important items that currently have been cut.  This includes working towards being a UUA Fair Share 
congregation; adding professional expenses to the UUA recommended levels for our Congregational 
Administrator, our new Music Director, and our new DLRE; increasing the budgeted amount going to the capital 
reserve; and re-instating a portion of the cuts to program/ministry budgets. 
 
These next 2-3 years will be critical in determining our ability to have a sustainable future and will require us to 
take some risks, try new ideas, stretch our budget to give our staff and volunteers time to implement those ideas.  
We need to evaluate our approach to membership and stewardship.  We need to find ways that encourage our 
families who come to us for RE to stay once their children get older. We need to identify and act on ways to insure 
that our building and grounds are cared for in a way that is sustainable for the Earth as well as our budget.  We 
currently rely too heavily on the generous pledges of our oldest members for our Operational expenses.  We need 
to find ways to steadily shift that reliance away from operations and more towards support for our future.  We 
need to work back towards being a UUA Fair Share Congregation and do more to connect our younger members 
with the larger UU community. 
 
We need your thoughtful presence at our Annual Meeting.  Come hear about the plans already in the making.  
Come join us in sharing ways to build a sustainable future for Countryside.   
                                                                  
In Faith, 
Your Board of Trustees 
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TREASURER’S REPORT 
 

I am honored to serve as the Treasurer of Countryside Church.  It is a blessing to participate in an 
organization which is dedicated to living out its stated core values.  I am grateful for the help and 
support of our Minister, staff, fellow members of the Board of Trustees, members of the Finance 
Committee and the many volunteers with whom I have the pleasure of working.  I must specifically 
acknowledge the help and backup of Laurie Lantz, who provides significant support.   
 
The most valuable asset in any organization is its members, and ours is no different.  I believe that 

our Church is a family, a family each of us has chosen to join, and that we each have responsibilities in that 
family.  My role here is to describe to you what I believe are the most important aspects of CCUU from the 
financial perspective.         
    
Our Church Building 
The church building is our Congregation’s largest physical asset.  It is carried on our books at a value of 
$1,900,000.  We have an outstanding mortgage balance of $431,500 at 4.83% interest.  Our annual mortgage 
payments are $36,338.  The CCUU mortgage is actually a commercial loan with a maximum five-year term which 
must be re-financed every five years.  Because we are a Church, we do not have to pay property taxes on our 
church building.   
 
The cost of operating a building of this size is significant.  In addition to utilities and landscaping, we must provide 
a fire alarm system, security, custodial services, repairs and maintenance. The total amount budgeted for 
Buildings & Grounds next year is $77,750 excluding the mortgage payment.  Please see the 2016/2017 Proposed 
Budget document for a line-item listing. Additionally, the Board of Trustees is committed to accumulating reserve 
monies to save for replacement of our building’s major components, including roofing, masonry, siding, HVAC, 
windows, tuck pointing, etc.  Regular, systematic deposits into this Reserve Fund has been a top priority identified 
by the CCUU membership during Strategic Planning sessions.   
 
Capital Reserve Fund 
While the current balance in our Capital Reserve Fund is $53,800, that amount will be reduced to approximately 
$32,000 over the coming months as masonry work, including tuck pointing and sealant replacement, is 
performed.  In the past, CCUU has conducted several Capital Campaigns, which funded both exterior and interior 
improvements.  Exterior improvements have included new siding, roofing, windows and HVAC, as well as parking 
lot resurfacing.  Interior improvements have included the sanctuary’s video system and our security system.  
 
North Property  
The single family home located at the north end of our church’s parking lot is referred to as our “North Property.”  
CCUU fully owns this home, and we carry it on our books at a value of $270,000.  We currently rent this property 
out.  The North Property is not tax-exempt, and we currently pay property taxes of $6,294 annually.  The home is 
an older model, and beginning to show its age in terms of maintenance costs and appearance.   
 
Endowment Fund 
Because of the generous donations and bequests made by many past members and the memorial or honorary 
donations made by current members and friends, CCUU has $57,800 in endowment funds. Our thanks go to our 
Endowment Committee (Mike Berry, Kay Gredell, Karen Greenland, Fran Mueller, Lois Phillips) who 
recommended a Vanguard Fund that currently holds these monies.  It has a portfolio similar to the UUA Common 
Fund i.e., 60/40 bonds/stocks, and that shares many of the same actual securities screened for SRI (socially 
responsible investing) criteria, but has substantially better performance and lower fees.  With this substantial 
foundation, our hope is the Endowment Fund continues to grow through new gifts from our members. Please 
remember these gifts can be made at any time, not just as a legacy gift.   
 
Finance Committee  
The Finance Committee meets monthly to review our organization’s financial statements, including evaluation of 
our asset and liability positions and to analyze the monthly Statement of Income and Expenses (Profit and Loss 
Statement).  The Committee also receives reports from both the Stewardship and Budget Committees.  
Additionally, the Finance Committee considers any current financial issues and/or concerns.  The Committee 
reports its findings to the Board of Trustees. 
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Our thanks go to the very dedicated Finance Team:  Gary LaBedz (controller), Greg Blus, Jürgen Juffa, and Bob 
Spielman.  We are especially grateful to Laurie Lantz, CCUU’s Congregational Administrator.  Laurie not only 
provides the bookkeeping function for our congregation, she provides the monthly financial statements, answers 
endless questions, and attends all Finance Committee meetings; in other words, she provides indispensable 
support to our Committee.     
 
Audit Committee  
The purpose of the internal audit is to ensure that Income and Expense Reporting by various members and staff 
of the church follows policy, that handling of church funds is above reproach, and year-end books are closed and 
balanced properly.  
 
Many thanks to Jürgen Juffa, who served as Chair of the Audit Committee, and to John Evans and Karen Epps, 
who diligently completed last year’s audit and reported their findings to the CCUU Board of Trustees. 
 
Budget Process  
The Budget process is where we align our CCUU values with the funding that our congregation provides. Staff 
and many volunteers participate in the development of the annual budget. This task has become increasingly 
challenging, a reflection of our local, national and worldwide economies.  The Budget is compiled from multiple 
sources as noted below:   
• Revenues are based on pledges received in the annual Stewardship Drive and forecasted rental income.  
• Each Ministry Coordinator submits a budget of programmatic expenses based on the input of the programs 
and committees within its ministry.  
• The Personnel Committee develops salary recommendations.  
• Buildings and Grounds expenses are determined by the actual expenditures in the current and prior fiscal 
years.  
 
The Budget Team is comprised of representatives from the Ministry Council: Jeff Phillips and Tom Curtis; 
Controller Gary LaBedz; and the following members of the Board of Trustees: Karen Noorani, Sheryl Skifstad, 
and Mary Johnson, as well as our Senior Minister, Hilary Krivchenia. This team examined various Budget 
alternatives and presented them to the Board of Trustees for consideration and presentation to the congregation.   
 
We are grateful to all who participated in the budget process to help to ensure that the congregation’s collective 
vision for CCUU is supported.   
 
Stewardship Drive 
Financial support of CCUU is one of many important responsibilities of 
membership to this independent liberal church. It is through the 
payment of pledges that all members ensure that the mission and 
programs of CCUU continue.  First and foremost, I want to thank 
everyone who pledged for their generous support.  Additional thanks go 
out to the many members who participated in this year’s person-to-
person canvass.   
 
The stewardship drive is a major effort, which takes the time, talent and 
dedication of many to ensure its success. Special thanks go out to the 
Stewardship Team: Rev. Hilary Krivchenia, Gary LaBedz, Greg Blus, Rem Stokes, George Motto, Bridget and 
Chuck Smith, and Jeanie Michalec.  Each of these individuals took time to reach out to our congregation, to 
organize and plan the drive, and to provide input at a number of strategy sessions.  
 
Looking Ahead 
Countryside Church’s financial future faces some real challenges, many of them shared by our fellow faith 
communities:  a rapidly changing world has led to decreased membership while our desire to provide for our 
community and others remains high.  Those desires require increased amounts of time and income.  It is 
important that we all recognize and address those challenges in order to maintain a sustainable future which 
allows us to keep our focus on our Vision and to continue to achieve our Mission. 
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
Mary Johnson 
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MINISTRY-BASED BUDGET PRESENTATION 

 

 

Fiscal Year 2016/2017 Budget at a Glance: Revenues 

 

• Budgeted pledge income has decreased by 5%. 

• Budgeted Plate Cash has decreased by 
30%. 

• Church building rental income has 
increased by 3%. 

• Grants Income, a new source which funds 
our Ministerial Intern’s salary, is $5,000. 

• Net revenue from our North Property 
remains flat. 

• The Budget includes a $15,000 transfer 
from the Operating Reserves. 
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Fiscal Year 2016/2017 Budget at a Glance: Expenses 

 

 

• Total Budget is $482,411, a decrease of 1%. 

• Buildings and Grounds budget has decreased by 
4% despite rising costs.  Capital Reserve funding 
has remained intact, but most interior and 
exterior maintenance allowances have been 
reduced. 

• Office Budget has increased by 8%.  The copier 
lease and bank service charges (due to 
increased electronic payment fees) have 
increased.  Telephone costs have come down 
due to last year’s installation of a VOIP system.  
Supplies and miscellaneous costs have been 
cut. 

• All Ministry budgets have been reduced by 10% 
from the current year. 

• Personnel expenses are up by 3% due to:  1) 
Pianist budget was low last year due to position 
vacancy; 2) addition of Ministerial Intern this year 
(funded by a UUA grant).  No pay increases for 
existing staff are budgeted. 

• Mortgage remains flat. 

• National denominational dues to UUA are not 
funded.  Regional and Chicago-area dues are 
funded in full.  
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Fiscal Year 2016/2017 Budget at a Glance: Expenses by Ministry 

 

In calculating the budgeted expenses across the 5 ministries (worship, study, service, kinship, foundations) 

• Bldg-grounds, church office, bank fees, mortgage, denominational dues were all divided evenly across the 5 ministries  

• Each ministry’s budget was included at 100% (e.g. worship’s piece of the pie includes 100% of their budget & 0% of other 
ministry budgets) 

• Outreach donations (share the plate, funds raised/donated from Time & Talent, Music with a Mission) were attributed 100% to 
service ministry 

• Each staff position was allocated across the 5 ministries in varying %s depending on role/responsibilities, with total personnel 
expenses distributed across all 5 ministries: 

o Worship: 34.3% 
o Study: 24.9% 
o Service: 8.7% 
o Kinship: 10.1% 
o Operations: 22% 
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Worship Ministry 

 

The mission of the Worship Ministry is to provide a worshipful environment that provides opportunities to deepen the spiritual lives of all 
individuals and that strengthens the religious community at CCUU. 

• Stimulating sermons that help to guide us on our individual spiritual journeys 

• Pulpit guests 

• Music as Worship:  choir, instrumental music, sound meditations 

• Special Observances:  Evening Vespers, 
Good Friday Tenebrae, Seder Observance, 
Christmas Eve, Transgender Day of 
Remembrance 

• Member affirmations/spiritual journeys, child 
dedications, Coming of Age and Sr High 
services 

• Special Programs:  Caroling Party, Music 
with a Mission (in collaboration with 
Service/Outreach) 
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Study Ministry/Lifespan Religious Education 

 

The mission of the Study Ministry is to create opportunities for the congregation and the community and to engage in meaningful 
lifespan learning experiences. 

• Active child and youth RE classes 

• Faith In Action Service learning includes actively  supporting local PADS program (made cookies and collected socks!) and 
holding a book drive 

• Earth Day worship participation 

• Our vibrant Young Adult Group (20s-30s) meets 
regularly for discussions, gathers for social 
activities, and participates in service projects, 
including Sunday hospitality teams 

• Adult Classes:  World Religions, Nutrition & 
Cognitive Behavior 

• Adult Programs:  Poetry Group, Agnostic-Humanist-
Atheist Discussion Group, two book discussion 
groups (non-fiction & fiction), Journey Inward, 
Movies With Meaning, Open Forum, QiGong, Yoga 
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Service Ministry 

 

The mission of the Service Ministry is to enable CCUU members to engage in congregational projects, programs, and events that 
support the life of the church, extend beyond the Church, and to strive to give 3-5% of income to support CCUU’s mission. 

• Meals for PADS 

• Fair Trade Sales 

• Holiday family gifts 

• Share the plate 

• Organic gardening plots 

• Outreach Fundraisers:  Time & Talent Auction, Music 
With a Mission 

• Partners for our Communities (POC) Roots Garden 

• Climate Action Conference 

• Vegan Potluck Dinners 

• Living the Welcoming Congregation 

• Black Lives Matter Initiative 
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Kinship Ministry 

 

The mission of the Kinship Ministry is to ensure that Countryside Church grows and has increasing impact on religious and social life in 
the Northwest suburbs. 

• Transitions Group for retirees and upcoming retirees 

• Memoir Makers writing workshop 

• Great Books discussion group 

• Membership Committee, including Path to Community classes, Intro to CCUU sessions 

• Hospitality Teams, incl. greeters, ushers, AV assistance, coffee hosts 

• Covenant/Affinity Groups 

• Chalice Circles 

• Compassionate Communication for 
Resolving Conflicts 

• Circle Suppers 
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Foundations/Operations Ministry 

 

Foundations/Operations provides the operational and administrative functions through thoughtful stewardship of our financial resources, 
our personnel, and our environment.  

 

• Aesthetics Committee 

• Communications, Website 

• Grounds upkeep 

• Historian 

• IT/Tech and Audio/Visual Support 

• Facilities, including maintenance of our Capital 
Replacement Schedule 
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LINE-ITEM BUDGET, PROPOSED 2016-17 
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FINANCIAL RESULTS as of March 31, 2016 

 

Summary  
 
Balance Sheet  
• As shown and detailed below, CCUU has a balance sheet value of $2,399,000 in assets, $439,000 in liabilities, and a 

resulting net equity position of $1,960,000.  Assets consist of various cash accounts and the purchase price of our 
real property (North and Church). Our mortgage is our primary liability. The equity section shows how our various net 
assets are designated. 

 
Profit & Loss Statement  
• As of March 31, on a year-to-date (YTD) basis, our Profit & Loss Statement looks like we have a surplus of $55,095.  

In fact, a significant number of our expenses for the current fiscal year have not yet come in.  At this time, we 
anticipate finishing this year with a surplus of approximately $17,500 (please see the Profit and Loss Detail section, 
below).  Because the expected year-end Capital Reserve of $32,000 is not enough to support a building the age and 
size of our church, the Finance Committee will recommend to the Board of Trustees that any surplus from the current 
fiscal year be transferred to our Capital Reserve account, in anticipation of future needs.   

Detail   
 
Balance Sheet 
• Assets - The current assets consist of our daily operating cash, operating and capital reserves ($171,700) and our 

endowment fund ($57,800). The reserves and endowment funds have designated equity accounts associated with 
them. Fixed assets are composed of the amount paid by CCUU for the North Property ($270,000) and the Church 
Building ($1,900,000).  
 

• Liabilities – Current liabilities consist of advance payments of next year’s pledges and a monthly timing difference for 
payroll tax payments ($7,200). The mortgage on the church property is CCUU’s only long-term liability ($431,500).  

 
• Equity – The Reserve and Endowment funds are associated with specific current asset accounts, as noted above. 

Equity in Church Property ($1,738,500) is the difference between the amount paid (in assets) and the current 
mortgage balance (liabilities).  (An item of note:  When the addition to the original church building was added, many 
years ago, its $1,000,000 cost was not added to CCUU’s Balance Sheet.  During the past year, we added that amount 
to both the Asset and Equity sides of the Balance Sheet.  This is a correction of our financial position and had no 
impact on the Profit & Loss Statement.)  We have numerous special purpose (short-term) funds that are used by 
various church programs (totaling $17,000). For example, the Green Sanctuary group has raised funds for their 
environmental projects, and the senior High Youth accumulates funds to pay for various activities. Lastly, our 
Retained Earnings remain in a negative position ($29,100), representing the cumulative results of CCUU’s prior years’ 
income and/or loss.  Overall equity totals $1,960,000. 

 
Profit & Loss Statement  
• YTD Pledge income, which comprises 85% of our budget, is $320,700, which appears to be on target.  A concern is 

that pledges are not necessarily paid evenly over twelve months, and our collection rate typically drops as the fiscal 
year progresses.  We will continue to monitor this important revenue source closely.  Plate Cash is significantly under 
Budget at this point ($17,100 collected vs. $26,500 budgeted for the year).  Next year’s Budget projection for both of 
these revenues has been reduced.  We have donated $3,900 to charities through our “share-the-plate” social 
outreach program.  Facility Use Income is performing nicely:  $28,100, which is $5,300 ahead of where we would 
expect to be at this time of year.   

 
• Outreach Funds (funds raised on behalf of other organizations) is $26,200 this year.  New to the P&L Statement is the 

“Grants” line item, in the amount of $6,000.  This represents the first year of grant funding from the UUA to support 
our part-time Ministerial Intern.  (Next year, the final year of the grant, is $5,000.) 

 
• Expenses in total have been coming in under budget this year, due mainly to a temporary drop in payroll expense, the 

result of the unfilled permanent position of Director of Lifespan Religious Education for the first half of the fiscal year.  
Several other categories may look like we are under budget for now because some of their significant expenses have 
not yet come in:  landscaping, capital reserve transfer/funding, and all of our service ministries, for example.  Among 
the expenses which appear to be exceeding their budgets this year:  building repairs/maintenance, safety/security, 
garbage service and water and sewer.   
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BALANCE SHEET as of March 31, 2016 
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PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT as of March 31, 2016 
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